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Fast electron transport in 1D compressed foil targets:
Principle of the experiment

fluorescent layers
Ag 5 µm on the front side 
(signature of the fast electron source)

Sn 10 µm + Cu 10 µm on the rear side
(signature of the fast electrons reaching the rear side)

CH 15 µm

propagation layer
Al variable thickness
10, 20, 40, 60, 80 µm

A fast electron jet is generated by a short pulse beam (SP) 
— ~30J, 1ps, 1.06µm, 5x1018 Wcm-2, gaussian focal spot 10µm (FWHM)

SP be
am

45°

A flat foil target is compressed by a long pulse beam (LP)
— 250J, 5ns, 0.53µm, 3x1013 Wcm-2, 400µm focal spot (flat-top)

22.5°LP beam

Al 5 µm

 Delay SP/LP adjusted to allow the full
    compression of the ≠ Al propagations layers
 Results in compressed targets ( ρ / ρ0 ~ 2;
    Te ~ 4eV ) are compared to solid cold targets
 Also tested for CH propagation layers (in 2008)
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Cu-Kα yields measured by spectroscopy in 2008:
differences Al / CH ascribed to collective mechanisms

Without compression,
yields are higher for Al than for CH targets
 Electric field inhibition of the fast electron
    propagation in cold CH layers

With compression,
yields are comparable between Al and CH
 Both layers are partially ionised and behave
    like a conducting plasma (same Z* and ne)

When comparing solid to compressed targets, CH becomes a conductor and Al
becomes more resistive (heated to ~4eV, near the Fermi temperature)

                 But these effects are masked by electron refluxing in the solid case !!
Cf. J.J. Santos et al., PPCF 51, 014005 (2009)
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How to study fast electron transport in solid
propagation layers without electron refluxing ?
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Zoom of the rear side plasma :

The LP beam creates a several 100s µm-long
coronal plasma at the target’s rear side
 Inhibition of the electrons re-injection
    into the dense target depth !

 Always shoot the long pulse but inject the short pulse at early times,
    just before the shock enters the Al propagation layer



Preliminary results from the 2010 experiment:
Inhibition of electron transport in warm compared to cold Al

According to hybrid simulations of the fast electron transport :
(cf. A. Debayle, J.J. Honrubia)

 Changes in collective stopping power between solid and compressed Al are
appreciable for incident fast electron current in the range 1010 <  jh < 1012 Acm-2

 Need to explore the parameters of the fast electron source (emissivity, source
radius, energy spectrum) better explaining the inhibition of the electron
propagation
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Fast electron propagation in warm dense plasmas obtained by
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Setup overview

Polyimide shell 
1.1g/cc, 20µm thick

CH foam
ρ0=0.1, 0.3 or 1g/cc 

200µm long

core diameter
 = 180µm

200 µm

Target description

Experiment divided in two phases:
 Phase 1: study of the compression
     (proton radiography, X-ray radiography)

 Phase 2: study of the fast electron transport
     at different stages of the compression
     (Cu-Kα back and side imaging, Ni and Cu-Kα
      spectroscopy, Bremsstrahlung cannon)

Short pulse beam (SP)
12 ps – 160 J at ω0
20µm FWHM spot
4 x1018 W/cm2

4 long pulse beams (LP)
1ns – 50J each at 2ω0
160µm focal spots (1/e)

Gold shield

Copper foil

Polyimide hollow cylinder

containing CH foam of 3 ≠ densities: 
0.1, 0.3 and 1g/cc

Ni foil to produce
the hot electrons



Cylinder core:
CH foams with 30%
mass of Cl doping

Setup
Sample radiography

Phase 1: Study of the target implosion
     X-ray radiography of ρ0 = 1g/cc targets

Δt(SP/LP) = 2.2 ns

Cf. B. Vauzour et al., to be submitted to Phys. Plasmas

 Cylindrical compression is visible
 Diameter of the X-ray transmission
    profiles in fair agreement with predictions
    from hydro simulations
 Stagnation time τ≈2.5ns in agreement
    with predictions from hydro simulations
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Phase 1: Study of the target implosion
     Proton radiography of ρ0 = 0.1g/cc targets

Setup

compression
beams

RCF images show compression

(20µm)

time for which protons of a given
energy probe the plasma

τ = 0 ns τ = 2.36 ns

220µm

 Stagnation time τ≈1.9ns in agreement
    with predictions from hydro simulations
 Measured cylinder diameters reproduced by MC
    simulations accounting for plasma effects in
    proton multiple scattering and stopping powerCf.  L. Volpe et al., to be submitted to PRE

      B. Vauzour et al., to be submitted to Phys. Plasmas



Right parameters for the hydrodynamic calculations deduced from
the observed compression history   ⇒   ρ and T evolution

ρ0 = 0.1g/cc ρ0 = 1g/cc

Time-evolution of
the density and
the temperature
at the cylinder’s
core axis

Density (right) and
temperature (left)
polar maps at the
maximum
compression

Cf. B. Vauzour et al., to be submitted to Phys. Plasmas
2D hydro simulations performed with the code CHIC, P.H. Maire et al., SIAM J. Sci. Comput. 29, 4 (2007)
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ρ0 = 0.1g/cc 
τps/ns = 0.5ns

 Kα and Kβ signals from Ni (electron
    source tracer) are relatively constant
    against the short pulse delay
    The electron source is supposed to
    be a fixed parameter
 Correction of the shot-to-shot
    variations of the fluorescence yield
    from Cu (rear side tracer):
    Cu-Kα yields are adjusted to the Ni-
    Kβ yields

Phase 2: Study of the fast electron transport
                K-shell X-rays spectroscopy

 The fraction of electrons reaching the
    target rear surface decreases during
    compression ∀ρ0
    (no clear dependence on the initial foam density)

Cf. F. Perez et al., PPCF 51, 124035 (2010)

Front side
20µm Ni layer

Rear side
20µm Cu layer



Phase 2: Study of the fast electron transport
                K-shell X-rays imaging and spectroscopy

Sample images of Cu-Kα fluorescence from ρ0 = 1g/cc targets

Δt(SP/LP) (ns)

Cf. F. Perez et al., PPCF 51, 124035 (2010)

Cylinder core:
CH foams with
10% mass of

Cu doping

 Fast electron propagation
    seen inside the
    compressed targets

 Size of the fast electrons beam
    measured at the rear side foil:

• ρ0 = 1g/cc
  compression makes the
  beam diverge

• ρ0 = 0.1g/cc
  compression makes the
  beam converge



Non homogeneous resistivity affects the fast electron
transport in compressed cylindrical plasmas

 A high resistivity channel produces a
    collimating magnetic field that focuses the
    electrons towards high resistivity regions

 Case of ρ0=1g/cc at Δt(SP/LP)=1.5ns
Before the full compression, the density is not perturbed at the center and the temperature is low.

t = Δt(SP/LP) t = Δt(SP/LP) + 10psη (Ωm)

axis of the cylinder

t = Δt(SP/LP) + 10ps B (T) nh (e-/cc)

 Case of ρ0=1g/cc at Δt(SP/LP)=2ns
The shocks have already converged. Density is maximum at the center BUT also the temperature.

t = Δt(SP/LP) t = Δt(SP/LP) + 10psη (Ωm)

Intense laser
direction

t = Δt(SP/LP) + 10ps B (T) nh (e-/cc)

 Low resistivity on the cylinder’s axis. No resistive collimating
    magnetic field is present and the fast electron beam diverges.

Intense laser
direction

Courtesy of A. Debayle, J.J. Honrubia,
                   F. Perez and R. Ramis
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Non homogeneous resistivity affects the fast electron
transport in compressed cylindrical plasmas

 A high resistivity channel produces a
    collimating magnetic field that focuses the
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 Low resistivity on the cylinder’s axis. No resistive collimating
    magnetic field is present and the fast electron beam diverges.

t = Δt(SP/LP) + 5ps η (Ωm)

Intense laser
direction

Courtesy of A. Debayle, J.J. Honrubia,
                   F. Perez and R. Ramis
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Courtesy of A. Debayle, J.J. Honrubia,
                   F. Perez and R. Ramis
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Courtesy of A. Debayle, J.J. Honrubia,
                   F. Perez and R. Ramis
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Final size of the electron beam and the number of electrons
reaching the rear side: simulations vs. experimental data

 ρ0 = 1g/cc
  Good agreement between
simulations and experiment.
 The electron beam is guided
for some plasma conditions.

 ρ0 = 0.1g/cc
  Simulation results do not
match the data, especially
for the electron beam size.

Need to scan the electron source parameters
or improve the resistivity description at low
temperatures.

Courtesy of A. Debayle, J.J. Honrubia,
                   F. Perez and R. Ramis



ρ0 = 0.3g/cc
ρ = 2.5 g/cc
T = 65 eV

ρ0 = 1g/cc
ρ = 5 g/cc
T = 45 eV

ρ0 = 0.1g/cc
ρ = 2 g/cc
T = 125 eV

RAL 2008 CH cylinders (on axis at stagnation)

dense fuel shell
ρ = 400 g/cc
T = 300 eV

hot spot
ρ = 80 g/cc
T = 2.5 keV

DT HiPER target

LULI 2008 and 2010 foil targets
CH foil
ρ = 2 g/cc
T = 4 eV

Al foil
ρ = 5 g/cc
T = 4 eV ρ [g/cc]

Γ=1
ε F =1.5K B

T e

Classic
plasmas

Coupled
plasmas

Coupled and
degenerated
plasmas

RAL 2008

(280 J)

HiPER

(250 kJ)

T e
 [e

V]

LULI

(250 J)

 Tested experimental conditions offered
     the possibility to explore plasmas
     representative of:
       - the degeneracy of the compressed DT fuel
      - the ρ and T levels near the fast electron source

 Need to dimension higher compression factor-experiments at Omega EP, FIREX,
     PETAL, to test electron transport in different scenarii and progressively approach
     the real fast ignition conditions

Conclusions

Principal results:
 1D compression: enhanced collective
    fast electron stopping power
 2D compression: many plasma parameters
    were tested and some cases produce an
    efficient collimation of the fast electron beam


